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SANKARA DIGVIJAYA OF 
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Dk. W. R. Antarkar, M.A., LL.B., Ph.I).. 

Khalsa College, Bombay. 

Introductory: 

Tn two previous articles,' I discussed three biographies of Sri 
f Saftkarfte&rya. The next work to be considered is Sartksepa 
Sankara Jaya of Mfidhav&c&rya or as it is more popularly cailed, 
Sankara Digvijaya of Sri Vidyftrapyamuni. Hence the alternative 
t.tle given to the arielc. The first is the title as found throughout 
the work while the second is the popularly known one. If the 
first, is practically unknown to anyone except the renders of the 
work, the second is altogether unknown to the work itself. The 
common man’s knowledge of the life of Sri Sahkaracftrya is based 
on this work only and religious preachers like the kirtankaras rely 
on this work only for his life-history. 

Title and the author: 

The work is available in mss. as well as in print. It was first 
printed by the Anamlah'am Press, Poona as far back as 1863 a.d. 

Though, as stated already, the work is generally called Sfliikara 
Digvijaya ami has been ascribed by popular tradition to the 
celebrated Vidyaranyamuni, the work itself does not mention 
either name anywhere. The name of the work ns given in all the 
colophons is Sanksepa Sankara Jaya and it has been uniformly 
attributed to Madhava. An old tradition says that Madhava was 
the brother of Sayan a, the famous commentator of the Vedas and 
that he became known as Vidyitranya after he became a Sannaysin. 
There bns been a great controversy regarding the identity of these 

e„ '", V,de tj'f Journal of the University of Bombay, Vol. XXIX. Pt. 2. 
.Sept.3980, pp 113. to 121 and Vol.XXX,Pt. 2,Sept. 1001, pp.7^0 80. ’ 
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figures but one astbana pundit of Srygeri Sarada Mutt—Sri Krsna 

Jois Sastrin.told me that according to his knowledge and belief, 

there were three Madhavas, none of whom ever became a Sannyasin 

and then he cited the authority of Guruvariisa Kavya, a poem in 

19 cantos, composed bv Kasi Laxman Surin, a Srngeri mutt pundit, 

at the instance of Sri Saccidananda Bharat! Svami, the then ruling 

Svamiji of the said mutt, on the strength of information, supplied 

by the latter to the former. Scholars have debated this issue of 
identity in a number of articles3 and yet there has been no definite 

conclusion. Till such time, therefore, as such a conclusion is 

reached, I would prefer to keep the two distinct. I am going to 

show later that the work under consideration cannot be said to 

have come form the pen of Sri Vidyaraityanmni. 

Extent and Nature: 

All the available copies ol' the work I have inspected so far 

contain 10 chapters of untnixed poetry, with a total number of 

about 1848 stanzas. One Sastrin (Sri Mahadeva Sfistrin) from 

Kumbakonam showed me some additional stanzas as from the 

same S. S. Jaya but not found in the printed edition thereof. 

Now, the Govt. Oriental Mss. Library, Madras contains one solitary 

mss. of this work (their ref. no D. 12174) and on comparing the fust 

chapter of the same, of which I have procured from them a copy, 

with the one in the printed book, 1 found that it did contain one 

additional stanza just in the same place ns noted by the said Sfistrin 

i.e. between stanzas 4 and 5 of the printed edition. From this, it 

may be inferred at least tentatively that the said ms. is very likely 

to contain the other additional stanzas also.3 

The work purports to be an epitome of an earlier work called 

Praclna Sankara Jaya. I have discussed the question of the iden¬ 

tity of this earlier work in mv first article in this series.4 I am. 

2. Vide Indian Historical Quarterly, Vols. VI, VII and VIII. 

3. It may tie noted that in addition to this one stanza, the chapter 
contains two more stansas between stt. 1 and a. The first of these two has 
been quoted by the late Sri T. Canrirnsekharan in Ids introduetii n lo VyA.'s 
8. V. The two st a nzns a re :. 

TfejS-FI - I v=hl^ra <j: 'fTd: I 

CtuFd ddt- I M 

(?) I W rPT* ffTB dSTfdT i 

•t. Vi‘If Fooat note 3 above, Vol. XXIX. 
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therefore, unable to accept the contention of the Kanci Mutt that 

the S.V. of Anantanandagiri was the basis of this S. S. Jaya. In 

fact, it is more likely that both these works am indebted to that 

earlier Pr. S.V. In the absence of this Pr.S.V., it is not possible 
to say how far Mad. laid it under obligation and how faithfully. 

Date : 

It seems possible to settle somewhat correctly the period of 
composition of this work. The clues are as follows 

(1) There an: two commentaries on this work, viz., Dindima 

of Diianapatisurin and Advaita-rfijyn-Laxml of Acyutaraya 
Modak. At the end of these commentaries, both the writers have 

given the years of their completion- Thus, Dindima says that it 

was completed in the year 179* A.I). and A R.L. says that it was 

completed in 1824 A.D. This gives us 1798 A.D. as the terminus 
nd quern of the work. 

(2) It will be shown later that S. J>. Jaya has borrowed from 

Sartkarabhyudaya of Raja. I)., who is said to have nourished 

towards the middle of the 17th Cent. A.D." If this is correct, 

the work must have been written after 1050 A.D. which is the 
terminus ct quo. 

The work, therefore, seems to have been com|x>sed sometime 
between 1050 A.D. and 1800 A.D. 

Authenticity of the work : 

Regarding this work, there lias been a very great controversy, 
which can be stated as follows :— 

Sri T. S. NSrfiyapa Sastri said in 1916 A.D.9 and Mr Bodas 

agreed with him in 1923 A.D.7 that the work of Madhavn, as 

available in print, was not the original one and that it was printed 

somewhat hastily by the Anandfi&rama Press, Poona, with many 

additions and prepared specially by some adherent of the £rjjgeri 

5. See QPT-.rfujl gqi&f— bv Professor JJ. 
I.pndUyaya, p. u. 

0. Vide ‘ Age of Sankara’-~P»rt I. 

7. Vide sjsptRW A fgJTT qrsr?pr_p. 0. 
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Sarada Mutt to counteract tiic claim of the KancI Mutt. Sri K. 

Kuppuswamy Aiyya quotes in vffourq^T'TW ,8 a Kiinci 

Mutt publication, the following extract from a Tehigu article 

by one £rl Y'cmuri Pmbhakar Sastrl of the Government O. Mss. 

Library, Madras : 

“ I happened to meet at Baptla, Bmhmarsi Vcmurl Norasimha 

Sastri during my recent tour in the Guntur District last year, 

in quest of manuscripts. I mentioned casually to him my reasons 

for doubting the authorship of Madbaviya Sankara Vijaya. Then 

he gave out the following secret. When he was at Madras about. 

15 years ago, be had the acquaintance of the late Sri Ilhattasri, 

who wrote the S. V. published in the name of Vidyarunya and that 

four others helped him in this production. They, who were 

attached to Srrtgeri Mutt, had to do so to support, the superiority 

of the 55rrtgerl Mutt over the ICartel Mutt, which was also claiming 

1o be the chief one, presidedover by Sri Sankara. The importance 

of the Srngeri Mutt is very much in evidence in this Sankara 

Vijaya. It is not so found in Vyasaco la Grantlm.” 

The extract seems to voice the same charge against Madhava’s 

S. S. Jaya. Sri Aiyya, however, does not seem to be convinced 

and remarks 

“ It is clear from the above that Bhat.tnsri Narftyapa Sastri 

should have been either the real author of the work or was falsely 

giving out that he was the author.” 

I was told at Kane! that a dispute arose in 1841 A.D. between 

the Kfuici and the Srngeri Mutts regarding the right to perform 

the Tatartka Fratistlia to the Goddess AkhiUifldesvari at Jambukc- 

svaram. When asked by the Court to furnish evidence for their 

respective rights, the Kiinci Mutt produced Siva-rahasya and 

Markandeva Samhita. Tlic .'srngeri Mutt had no such work and 

hence produced what now passes os Vidyarapya’s Sankara 

Digvijaya. 

If now the Tehigu article, written in 1922 A.D., is to be 

believed, the work must have been composed prior to 1905 A.D., 

when the meeting of Bhattasrl and Bmhmarsi Vemuri N. Sastri 

K. I'itk pp. 11 and 12—English portion. 

must have taken place. According to the second story, the work 
must have come into being shortly after 1844 A.D., Even if we 

reconcile somehow these two calculations, the total reckoning will 

be found to conflict with the date 1798 A.D. before which the work 

in the present form must have come into existence. I Iiave shown 

already that there is sufficiently strong evidence for such an 
inference. 

Moreover, I have seen personally very old mss.—some even on 

palm-leaf—of this same work with the same extent, in libraries all 

over India. There are some small portions also of this work, 

preserved in some places, like Laghu-Sankora-Digvijaya,0 Mandana 

Papdita Vijaya’0 and the text therein was found to conform 

to the corresponding printed text. It is not reasonable to suppose 

that ms?, of a work of so recent an origin as about 1845 A.D. should 

be found spread on such a scale throughout India, particularly when 

printing facility had become available, more or less. We have 

therefore, to set aside the charge against S. 55. Jaya of Madhava as 

improved and even disproved by evidence to the contrary. 

This, however, should not be construed to mean that I accept 

Vidyaranya’s authorship or the historical authenticity of the work. 

I Iiave come to the conclusion that the work is no independent 

composition of one single author but is merely a collection of stanzas 

from four or even more earlier works, put together to form this 

work. It is for this reason again that I feel that it is unworthy 
of a genius like Vidyaranya. My findings are 

Out of a total of about 1843 stanzas, comprising the 16 chapters 

ot this work, about 1100 stanzas are found to be common to 4 other 
works as follows :— 

(1) Vya.’sS. V. 

(2) Tiru. D.'s 55 art ki i rab hy u da y a 

(3) Itaja. D.’s Snnkarabbyudaya 

(4) llSms.’s Pat. Ch. 

475 stanzas 

475 stanzas 

125 stanzas 

11 stanzas 

Total: 1084 stanzas 

..tuiiupu ,1, me uaenwaa unental Scries, No cxiv, p, 

Noticed Indian Museum Mss. Collection in the Hoyal Asiatic 
society Library, Calcutta. 
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In most of the eases, verbatim stanzas in succession are 

found common. In a few cases, only some Hues arc common while 

in still fewer cases, substance is the same but stanzas have been 
composed afresh. The following are a few instances of each :— 

Verbatim : 

Mfidhava : 1: 29 to 32 = Tim. D. 1: 27 to 80 

1: 34 to 40 = „ 1: 31 to 37 

1: 55 to 97 = »> 1: 42 to 84 

H: 49 to 05 Vya. IV: 8 to 19 

III : 10 : C, d. to —3 »* VI: 10 to 30 

87 : a, b 

III: 37 : c, d & 
88 : a 

— VI : 37 (3rd 

line dropped) 

III ; 38 : b, c, d, VI : 38 to 42 

to 43 : a 

III : 44 to 77 VI: 44 to 77 

V : 35 to 58 =■ Tiru. D. II: 70 to 90 

V : 00 to 00 =•= Vya. XI : 127 to 133 

V : 08 to 80 rro »> IV : 49 to 01 

V : 87 & 90 ecs Pat. Ch. VIII : 18 & 10 

V : 92 to 95 St *» VIII : 03 to 00 

V : 98 to 101 — 99 
VIII : 07 to 70 

VI : 21 to 20 =--• Tim I). III: 01 to 00 

VI: 08 to 71 lla jn I). II: 10 to 10 

VII: 104 to 107 = >1 II: 33 & 35 to 
37 

VII : 07 to 70 = *» II : 24 to 20 & 

20 

XII : 1 to 37 99 IV : 1, 2, 0, 7, 

14 to 83 and 50 

to 02 

VII : 81 to 100 Vya. V : 12 to 31 

VII: 74 to 130 = Tiru D. TV : 54 to 110 

IX: 1 to 21 99 
V : 1 to 21 

IX : 43 to 07 --- ’»> V: 31 to 55 

X : 30 to 42 _ *> VI: 46 to 57 & 

50 
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Half Stanzas: 

Madhava : V : 67 : a b = Vya. IX : 134 : a b 

V : 91 : e <1 = Pat, Ch. VIII; 91 : e d 

VI : 20 : e A --= Tiru. D. III: 59: e d 

VI: 60 : a b -- Raja. D. 1: 64 : a, b 

VII : 10: a. b 99 II : 11 : a, b 

New stanzas for common substance : 

Madhava : II : 00 to 72 = Raja I). 1: 21 to 27 

(except st. 27) 

II : 70 — » I : 29 

11 : 85/0/7 >> I : 81/2/P 

VI: 44 = Tiru.D. I ll : 37 

VI : 70 s* Vya. V: 10 

101 = Tiru. D. IV : 20 

VIII: 133 Raja. 1). II: 50 

xri : 83 « Tim. I). III: 95 

XIII : 40 -- Vya. VII : 40 

XIV: 101 =" » VIII : 71 

XV : 3 & 20 =•• Raja. D. III: 89 & 42 

These are only a few of the many instances to be found in 

Madhavo’s work, when compared with the other tliree or four works. 

It will be seen from a comparison of the verbatim quotations in 

Chapter III of M&dhava’s work with Ch. VI of Vya’s work that 

Madhava also combines half-stanzas of the latter to form his own 

eompic te stanzas. The same group discloses that in some cases, 

he has formed his stanzas by taking three lines of one stanza and 
the first line of the next stanza from the latter. 

A very natural question is here likely to be raised, viz., what 

evidence is thete to show that Madhava lias borrowed from these 
otiier writers and not vice-versa ? My reasons for such a deduction 

arc :— 

Firstly, Madhava definitely refers to Vyasacala in the stanza 

^TPTRWH i^qfq-sfr &e., cited earlier. Moreover, I personally 

believe that there is a covert reference to the poet Vyasacala at 
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1: 17 of Madhava’s work, though the actual context favours the 
commentator’s interpretation thereof, ns referring to himself. 

Secondly, Vya’s work is cryptic in style and arrangement 

while in the work of Miidhava, there is more elaborate arrangement 

and amplification of material. 

Between Vyfi- and Madhava, therefore, Vya. seems to be 

earlier than Madhava. 

Further, it has been found that the stanzas, single or in succes¬ 

sion, found common between Madhava and the other writers, fit in 

into the contexts of the latter quite well while in Madlu-va, they 

give rise to repetitions and contradictions. A few illustrations will 

bear out this point. 

(1) While describing Sankara’s education, Madhava tells us 

that at the age of 2 only, he learnt to lead and write the characters 

and then, after a single hearing of the Kavyns and the Puranas, he 
understood them without instruction. The next stanza tells us in 

a general way that he learnt without a teacher and taught his 

colleagues. The next two stanzas tells us again that when it was 

still time for playing, he mastered all the scripts (fo'ff:), learnt 

the Vedas without any instruction and mastered Kavya and Nyaya. 

The first two stanzas from Madhava correspond to two in Vya. 

(XI: 114/5) while the next two correspond to two in Tim. I>. 

(II : 12 & 14). 

(2) While describing the encounter between Sahkara and 

Kumsrila, Madhava gives the following three stanzas in the same 

7th chapters :— 

(«) arsaft ’TfPTrf'T farfrffa faTPT i uaifu'rHi miTw vm i 

qfa WTJPTffafahST: I WT fa*?TFT gfarpsprwr 11 83 11 

(b) WTfa SPiffa Tfrfa^T I DTPE®! fa*m 1 
ft mm i 

fag-TT J7T ?nafa f% II 103 II 

(c) wtf sf Jfssrfa fa 5rr*t<»n«i^T«Pi— i 

faFPT fafew TTSTtsfan^TT II 105 : c, d |l 

The idea that Kumarila missed the chance to attain fame by 

writing a commentary on Sankara’s because he was 

sflrTTfaST is obviously repreated, more particularly in the second 

SANKSEPA SANKARA JAVA OF MADHAVAGARYA ft 

and the third stanzas. It is interesting to note that these three 

stanzas correspond verbatim to stanzas in three different works, 
viz. Vya. V : 14 , Tiru. D. IV : 28 and Baja. D. II : 85. 

(3) A similar repetition is found with regard to the two sins 

which, Kumarila says, lie has committed, viz. fs^Tfat'RT and 

T,ie following stanzas from Madhava may be noted: 

(«) Tfaswuw fa-#«T7^r i jr«fIF?rrr fanffarrrgpn^ i 
srfaspfaT yTwrvjrn ( snerr n VII: 10211 

(b) 5rfars*T.Tr fyronWTHlwrf' I 

STfiranmf g^«nwmiiftw: 11 vn: ioe :b n 

These correspond verbatim to Tiru. D. IV : 27 and Raja D. 
II : 35 : a, b. 

(4) When Sankara offers to revive Kumarila, the latter admits 
Sankara’s capacity to do so but politely refuses to be revived. 

In this connection, the following stanzas have been given by 
Madhava :— 

(«) TFffarpr farw««j?TFr =?■ fa i 

smtsfa 5T3FR gtfrfawgfaiVlcf: I 

3TFT*riTTI7‘TTI TTTtrr'TJfrfa I 

«t ^TfarrrfFT snrcfafasir: 11 VII: 11011 

(b) TT% mfa TTW!r*TPf I TTgW >JrTTfa 

Tppffsfa ?r«nfatft rpir 1 

sssfafaifafag fa faf^TJT II VII: Ill II 

(c) ^fTWTRTt faq; TTFfTfHTTfar I 

Tfarffarf ITgfrfa unwril & c. VII : 112 : a, b II 

These three correspond to Raja. D. II : 83 and Tiru. D. IV : SO, 
31. 

On the contrary, Kumarila requests Sankara to instruct him 
into TTFF iTCT and thereby make him fTP-T. Read: 

(а) cRrpfa TfT- I mfa?V cR5TfT fTT«TT*TT: II VII: 112 II 

(б) fa faFFm % ?pfa TPTPTT: I 

cRrPfa Fflfavr fTT«fa«fT: II VII : 118 l| 

These correspond to Tiru. D. IV: 31: c, d and Raja. D. II: 43 : 
e, d. 
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(5) While Kuril aril a is asking Srhkarn to go to Mandana, 

Madhava gives the following 

(a) f^fr i 

*r#f*p fef «frg 11 vii : 113 = c, d 11 

(ft) *T5T fffPTT 1 
TT fTOTOT srf«Rft II VII : 1)4 : a, b || 

These correspond to Tint. I). IV : 32 and Vyi. V: 3;». The 

repctititon between faip^OTRTTOr: ami ftfafft is obvious. 

Similarly, TO # TO Fr^Ftppq': I (Mftdhava VII: 115 : c = Vyii. 

V.: 35) repeats the idea in gfrofcTO ndPdd Pad FTOT I above in 

substance though not verbatim. 

Apart from these repetitions, if we look to VyS. V : 84n which 

precedes ’T7T ?p?ff & e., (V : 85) quoted above, wc shall find that 

the two present participles TOff and tf<d in V : 34 and V : 35 

in VyS. connect those two stanzas better syntactically than the 

two consecutive stanzas in Mftdhava, which ore from Tiru. 1). and 

VyS. respectively. 

(6) While narrating the incident of Sankara’s Parakftyftpra- 

veta, Madhava gives tire following two stanzas : 

{„) R fafgTOft fahTOrTOf'T I 

ffTOFTO Tftfd 5rOT?5r*nnfirnIon<idlr<l'dd^ IIIX : 7* II 

(ft) 3ptr> PwruiiATWwgBit 

?r UTTOTTO TOP? FTTOFT STTg it TOift7?: II IX : 75 II 

The latter of these two stanzas corresponds verbatim to Raja. I). 

IV : 34. In Raja. I)., Sankara is described as being on tour. He 

is going from place to place. Raja. 1). 1ms described the revival by 

Sankara of a dead child at Kausambl and thereafter, he describes 

this incident of Prakftyapravesa. In this context, therefore, the 

word TO denotes 3JTTOTO while in Mftdhava, the second stanza 

repeats very clearly what lias been stated in the first and thus leaves 

the word TO without any propriety. This shows that Raja. D. s 

work is earlier than that of Madhava. 

11. Read: I VfWrff *H~lPi«i*tRt 

TOTO TOFTOTfef STOr I Ft ^ TOff TOTOTOTOff 11 A’: 34 M 

(7) While describing in Ch. XI the Ugra-Bhairava incident, 

Madhava says that when the Bhairva approached Sankara for his 

head, so that by offering it to Lord Siva, he (i.n. ATO) might go 

to heaven with his human body, he pointed out to JsaOkaara the 

perishable nature of the human body and cited the example of 

Dadhici, who bad surrendered his own for TTfTVfT and attained 

immortal fame. The instance of Dadhici occurs in Madhava thrice 

in three different stanzas, 17, 18 and 21,■12 which corres|>ond to Vya 

IX: 40 (e, d), Tiru. I). VII: 15 (a, b) and Raja D. IV : 05 {b ). 

Regarding contradictions, we. find the following :— 

While describing the discussion between Sankara and Mandana, 

Mftdhava tells us at VIII: 130 in his work that. Bharati, Mandana’s 

wife, saw that Mandana’s garland had faded. She then asked both 

Sankara and Mandana to come in for meals and then said to 

Sankara thus:— 

(a) vtrrf?fawrci?r: stott ja totj ferfcrcrr TTTOfofofpt i 
ffig' TOPrcnj'Tftr 5ifirsrcfft-i 

PFTO7 FTOVTOTO faTOPT iTRfftr il VIII : 133 II 

(ft) toto ftr.trsv'P'jg^ij-i at dr^trar tort: ii 

srmsftr toto TOTOTOfaTO i 

TO5RT: FTOT =? *Tff%r>: II VIII : 184 II 

(e) *HTflr TOrff fspng: i 

^TTO vtrtT ^TmTOfa 11 VIII: 185 : a, b II 

These stanzas clearly show that after noticing Mupdana'a 
defeat, Bharati was going back to her heavenly abode, as per the 

limit of the curse laid down by Durvasas and that then, Sankara 

detained her by a charm for the puipose of entering into argument 

with her and defeating her also. As against this, we are told by 

Madhava in Ch. IX of his work tliat when Mandana surrendered to 

12. Rend: (a) RspT ffWPT WTO I 

WTfsWTfTO II XI : 17 

(ft) TOTTO«?gl; erfwr^f 5TTfT I 

?TOWT Tro TO W^rCTH XI: 18 

(e) ^YrowTifr frortfrwTOft i TOfFrorofTO toft: i 

30 r! K1T TO! TO-h I Sfp?ft TO: W^lTO J(d) 

f? II XI: 21 II 
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Sankara and asked him to initiate him into the order of Sannyasins, 

SnAknn- looked at Bharatl significantly. She understood what 

he meant and then told him a story from her child-hood that it was 

predicted by an ascetic that she would enter into an academic 

discussion with a great Yati in her later life. She then said that 

she was the other half of Mandana, whom, therefore, Sankara had 

conquered only half. She then called upon Sankara to defeat her 

first and they only to make Mandana his disciple.13 She ruled out 

Sankara’s objection to a Yati like bin entering into an argument 

with a lady and said that even if Sankara were the Highest 

Reality, she had an ardent desire to argue with him,14 

AH this narration seems to be so very different from—nay, 

even foreign to- the earlier one of binding Bharatl by means of a 

charm and detaining her for a discussion when she was going back 

to her heavenly abode. There, she seems to have had no desire to 
argue with Safikara while here she almost challenges him to a 

discussion before he could make Mandana lus disciplie. In my 

humble opinion, this contradiction is due to Mndhava’s attempt 

to put together stanzas from the works of Raja. D. and Tim D., 

with his own changes. The stanza ^NtRi t-tK’da': & c. (Mad. VIII: 

183) is worth a comparison with Raja. D. II: 50, which runs thus : 

sfvbnfd'^Wrd': 5T7ffT 'J’T UTU I srRTqfstW5! fafeft pTUTTT I 

mf'wwwff'T i ffsPB trrii 

Now, according to Raja D., Bharatl disappeared immediately 

after this and this agrees with Raja.’s story because he does not 

describe any discussion between Blmrati and Sankara and the 

subsequent story of Pamkayaprave,4a. Madhava has changed 

the last quarter of the above stanza and connected it with the next 
stanza of his own in a different metre. The subsequent portion 

relating to Safikam-Bharati-discussion and the incident of Para- 

kfiyftpravc.4a is the narration of Tim. I)., who does not describe the 

disappearance of Bharatl as done by Raja. D. and lienee there is 

no contradiction in his version also. The contradiction in Mac!have 

is quite clear and it is obviously due to his attempt to combine 

stanzas from the works of the two writers. 

13. Read: 3fPr 3 =7 1 sf'7?rnjWf>r*r I 

3tPt Trf fafer RtwPwm it IX: so n 
14. Read: qfg 5^^ spriT: STOW: I TO <TTO: | 

TOfa f § I fTO'fWqfo TO ^f&FPT 11IX: 57 
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Moreover, it has to be noted that in Madhava, Bharatt’s dis¬ 
cussion with Sankara is cut off from the story of Sankara's binding 

her by the charm by another story of Mandana’s regret that 

.Saftkara had proved Joimini wrong and Sankara’s telling him how 

lie had not done so and how Jaimini's followers had misunderstood 

and misinterpreted him. Tiru.D. does not give this tory and hence 

there is at least no break in his version. Madhava, who gives it, 

breaks up the story of Sankara■ Bhnrati discussion, in which he 
follows Tim. D. verbatim. 

(2) Contradiction appears in the form of confuson in names 
and some technical terms also. 

(a) VII: 118 (S. S. Jay a) refers to Mandana while st. 114 

refers to Vi4vnrupa and st. 110 identifies the latter with Umveka. 

St. 113 corresponds to Tiru. D. IV : 32, St. 114 to VyS, V : 85 and 
St. VII: 116 corresponds verbatim to Raja. D. II: 41. This means 

that Madhava has rolled all the three -Mandana, Visvanipa and 

Umveka -into one pen on who later on became SnreSvare, who thus 

Incomes identical with all these three. In this connection, it has to 

be noted that Tiru.D. mentions Mandana only while Vya and Raja. 

I), mention both Mandana and Vi4varapa but keep them distinct 
and describe an ecountcr between Sankara and VUvarnpa and the 
latter’s conversion into a Sannyftsin ns Suresvara. 

This confusion is found at. two other places. After describing 

the birth of Sure4vara from Brahma and alternatively that or 

Man.Jana from Brhaspati (Mad. Ill : 6, 8) (implying that Mandana 

and Suresvara are identical), Madhava gives an account of Uhhayn 

-Bharatii, presumbaly Mandann’s wife, but in the course of this 

narration, Mandana become Vi.4varupa throughout, implying once 

again an identity of the earlier Mandana. and this Visvanipa. 

\\ hen Sankara comes to Mfthigmatf, this same pair has been referred 

to as Mandana and Ubliaya-Bharati throughout Ch. VIII. In this 

case, it lias to be noted that almost the entire narration about the 

marriage of Vtfvarupa and Ubliaya-Bharati is to lie found in Vya., 
who, ns stated above, refers to Visvarfipa only. 

Still later in Ch. XIII, Suresvara, who is asked by Sankara to 

write a commentary on his Br. Sft. Bh„ has been referred to as such 

in the very first stanza, then as Mandana in st. 39 and thrice, as 

Visvarfipa in stanzas 21, .54 and 68. Out of the last three stanzas, 

the first is found in Raja. I). (II • 53) and the other two are found’ 
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in Vya. (VII: 58 & 70). Once again, a)l the three have been rolled 

into one. 

(8) Even like the first name of Su res vara, M&dhava does not 

seem to be either particular or certain about what Sankara wanted 

him or Kumarila to write on his Br.Sii.Bh. In connection with 

Rumania, Vya. and Raja. I). refer to V&itikas while Tiru. I). 

mentions Vrtti but Madhava mentions in Ch. VII both, in stanzas, 

which correspond to stanzas in all these three.15 

Again in Ch. XIII, where SureAvara is asked to write the 

commentary, the very first stanza refers to Vrtti while the later 
stanzas, which are. common to Vya._’s works mention Vortikas.18 

Two stanzas (XIII : 21 & 73), which correspond to ittja.D.II : 48 
& 60. use the word Tika. All these three words—Vrtti, Vartika 

andTika—are technical terms and have special connotations.17 

In addition to repetitions and contradictions, we also find that 

there is in Madhava a lot of elaboration and a greater element of 

the supernatural, in comparison with the other three writers. 

Both these factors have been regaidod as indications of a later date 

of any work. 

If we look at the various incidents in Sankara’s life, ns des¬ 

cribed bv these four writers, we find that Vya. does not give a large 

number of them while Madhava gives them all. Between Tiru. I). 

and Raja. I)., Tiru. I), gives some of them and omits the others 

and so does Raja. I)., there being no agreement between the two 

regarding the same. 

Thus, Tiru. I). and Raja. D. agree in giving the stories of 

Sankara’s meeting with king Rajasekham and Sankara’s offer to 

Kumarila to revive him. Tiru. D., however, gives a number ot 

stories like those of (1) the golden Amalakas even while Sankara 
was in the Gurukula, (2) very learned persons coming to him for 

instruction, immediately after his return from the Gurukula, (3) the 

visit of the spgcs to bis house, who told his mother about his life¬ 

span &o„ (4) Sankara’s making the waters of the Narmada enter 

15. (T. Mad. VII: 83 = Vya. V : U (Vortikas) 
VII i 107 and 118 » Raja. »• II: 37 and 43 (Vartikas) 

VII : 103 Tim. !>• IV t 28 (Vrtii) 
If,. Uf. M5d. XIII s 3.43, 44, 45,48,53 - Vya. VII : 89,49,50,51. 54,57. 

17. Sop VySknrsi)# Mahabhasya of Fatan.iali—Tr. by the late MM. ' Ssu- 
devnsiWn Abliynnkor, Vo). VII, pp- 1 and 2. 

the karaka, shortly after he went to the hermitage of Govinda and 

the subsequent explanation of that deed by Govinda and (5) 

Sankara’s encounter with Lord Siva in the form of an Antyaja, 

None of these stories has been given by Raja. D. who, however, 

gives three other stories— one about the curse of a Gandharva upon 

the crocodile, which had caught Sankara’s foot in the Cfirn! river, 

the other, occuring at the end of the Ugra-bhairava incident,, 

about Padmapada’s power to invoke Lord Nrsimha at will and the 
third about Safikara who, being prevailed upon by his other 

disciples not to allow Suresvara to write Vftrtikas on his Br. Su. 

Bh., consoled him by saying that he would be reborn as VScaspati 
and write Bhasya-Tikfi, which would become famous and which 

would make him famous also. Tiru. D. is silent over these stories, 

the one nlxmt the crocodile having been omitted by him altogether. 

None of these stories has been given by Vya. while Madhava 

has given all of them. In addition to these, Mftdhava gives some 

stories, which have not been given by any one of these three 

writers. Thus, the stories of Lord MaheSa manifesting Himself 

on the Vrsaparvata in Keiala and some king Rajasokhar? building, 

in pursuance of a directive received in a dream, a temple to that 

God and arranging for His worship, marks of Mandarin's house with 

the refrain arPfrFjT rT^u^T'TferfhF:,18 the initial wrangle between 

Sankara and Map<Jana,lt Sankara’s reviving his own Ixidy in (lames 

after his (light bark from the body of Amarilka, Padmnpada’s 

curing with his own power, Sankara’s Bhagandara disease, which 

even the divine ASvins, sent by Lord Siva, could not cure, Sankara’s 

invoking, at the instance ol his dying mother, Lord Siva, whose 

Gnnas then came to take her away but with whom she refused to 
go and then Sankara’s invoking Lord Visiui, whose Gnnas came in 

an aerial ear and took her away in the same80 and finally, Sankara’s 
encounter with the Krakaea KftpSlin. 

Out of these, the stories of learned pundits coming to Sankara 

foi instruction, king Raja *>ek ham's encounter with Safikara, marks 

of Man<1 ana’s house and the initial wrangle between Sankara and 

Mandnna are without any element ef the supernatural but arc 

18. Uf. Mml. VIII: 0, 7, 8. 

I!). The wrangle begins with |-ff[ |I!W!|5y#r & e. M Ad. VIII: 1U-81. 

20. Mad. XIV : 42 tells us tliat. Sankara's mother gave up her I < <>y like 
a Yogin and stanza 44 says that after her death, messengers of Lord Visnu eiiine 
in an aerial car, thatshc was delighted to see them and praised herson. ')., & c. 
How could she be delighted and/or How could she praise her son lifter she had 
given up her body t 
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clearly additions to the original by way of elaboration. The story 

of the pundits is obviously in anticipation of Sankara's future 

greatness and is dearly out of place. The story of king Rajnsekhara 

appears to be a historical anachronism.41 Moreover, out of Tiru.T)., 

li'Vja.D. and Madhava, who give the story, Tiru. D. refers to 

Raju^ekhara once only and devotes only 4 stanzas to him. Raja. D. 

mentions Rflja6ekhara twice but. has not more than about 5 stanzas 

in all. His first reference is to the king's reading out his three 

dramas to Sankara while the second describes in 4 stanzas only how 

the dramas were destroyed in a fire and how Sankara, at the king’s 

request, dictated them to him from memory.24 M&dhava refers to 

Rajasckhara thrice, once at II: 2, as some king of Kerala and then 

twice as in Raja. D. In his second reference, MiUlhnva adds the 

story of a boon by Sankara to the king for gett ing a son at the in¬ 

stance of the latter and Sankara’s asking him in private to perform 

an isti for the purpose. Madhava’s elaboration here is quite obvious 

and otherwise also, this second reference is more elaborate that, the 

ones in Tiru. D. and Raja. 1). The four stanzas in the third refer¬ 

ence are just the same as in Raja. D. (Mad XIV : 171-174 = Raja. 

D.-III: 85-88). Madhava’s posteriority to both (as also to Vya.) 

is, I think, beyond doubt here. 

These two stories have been given by Tim. 1). and Raja. 11. 
but the other two have been given by Madhava only. Out of them 

the story of the maiks of Mandarin's house may be accorded some 

probability-value but the story of the wrangle raises a number of 

doubts and questions, which have convinced me that it is highly 

improbable, in addition to being extremely damaging to both 

Sankara and Mandana as also to the others present there.2* 

Out of the remaining stories, those of the appearance of Lord 

Mahesa on the Vrsadri, the curse on the crocodile, the golden 

Amalakos, tire visit of the sages and their prediction, the waters 

21. I)r. Zamhre has given three reasons for this 
(J) The dramatist is t RSjasekhara belonged to the 10th CentA.I). 
(2) The dramatist whs not a king and no king named RojaSekhnrn 

is known to have written any dramas. 

(8) No Rajafekhara was ever a king of Kerala. 

(Viilc Dr. Zambre's thesis on Kajesekhnru—Xkiojsa-4.) 

22. The word applied to RSjasekhara by Raja. D. (os also by 

Mod.) in the second reference is not understood. 

23. it has to he noted that Tiru. D. is incomplete and does not give the 
stories of the Rhngnndra disease, death of Sankara’s mother, Krakaca 
KSpSlin Sc. 

of the Narmada entering the, karaka, Sankara’s encounter with the 

Antyaja are instances of addition of new supernatural stories al¬ 

together while the other stories of Sankara’s revival of his own 

body in flames, Padmapadn’s power to invoke Lord Nrsiiiha 

at will, his curing Sankara of the Bhagandara disease and killing 

Abhinava-Gupta and Sankara’s invoking Lord Siva first and 

Lord Vispu afterwards and so on are all extensions of the super¬ 

natural, which existed already in the stories as narrated by the 

other three also. The story of Krakaca is a new addition altogther 
by Madhava.24 

The appendages, whether by way of elaboration or by way of 

introducing a new or a greater element of the supernatural, render 

the story unnatural and highly improbable, in comparison with the 

earlier versions—-even factually and many a time, cause an un¬ 

pardonable damage to the character of Sahkara, whose divine status 

the biographers have acknowledged and started with. The writers 

seem to be totally unaware of the harm they have thus caused to 

the character of Sankara. It is true that Tiru. 1). and Raja. D. 

are also somewhat guilty on this score but it is more than clear that 

Madhava is all the more so and is at times almost outrageous in this 

regard. Vya. is almost free from these faults when compared with 
the other three. 

Added to this is the fact of sudden and most unnaturally fre¬ 
quent changes of metre, which is clearly the result of Madhava’s 

attempt to fuse together stanzas from the three works. This is 

particularly in evidence where Madhava has borrowed from all the 

three writers in the same place and context. That; has given rise 

to change of metre in every alternate stanza or in every two or three 

stanzas. The other three writers are also found to introduce such 

changes of metre but they are neither so frequent nor so unnatural 

or forced. The impression of artificiality and force, which is absent 
in them, is strongly bad in Madhava. 

24. The story of Sankara-Vynsn meeting, given by all the four, has been 
made by Mat. similarly derogatory to Sankara. According to Vya., Tiru. D. 
and Raja 1)., Vyitsa as Vy&sa comes to Sankara and being satisfied with his 
Hr. Su. Bit., grants him an extension of life by 16 years. Mod. only makes 
Vy&s» come i n the form of an old brahmin a nil then, after a discussion between 
the two for H days, S mandana intervenes to point out Vyksa's identity to 
SaAkara and then Sankara implores his pardon Ac. It is not. understood how 
Sankara failed to realise what bis disciple was able to do and had to point out to 

Xadhavn again makes Sankara express to Vyasa a desire to end hislife in 
the Ganges. Wherefore this weakness in a like Sankara ? The 

story ts an elaboration and a modification of the version of the other three 
writers and in the process, discredits the figure of Sankara. 
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All these factors have driven me to the conclusion that Vyi. 
is the oldest and Madhava the latest of the 4 writers, Tiru. D. and 

Raja. T). standing midway between the two. Hence also my 

conclusion that Madhava has borrowed from the other three end 

not. vice-verm. This question of priority is very important and 

that is my justification for dealing with the evidence at such 

length, my object having been to try to decide the issue beyond 

the pale of a doubt. I think that the examples cited arc sufficient 

to decide the point at issue. At least, I do not understand how to 

explain them otherwise. It is possible to argue that the other three 

writers have picked up from Madhava the portions or stanzas, 

according ns they thought fit and prepared their works but this 

leaves unanswered the question of the condition of Miidhava’s own 

work. I have not exhausted all the evidence and feel convinced 

that further examination and analysis of the work will only confirm 

my conclusion. In fact, the more I read, the more I found that the 

work of Madhava was nothing but a plagiarised version of a number 

of earlier works like those of Vyfi. and others and then I was very 

strongly remainded of Sankara's remark: ‘‘*r#WT%°T yyrcr*TT5y 

-^rifrfyfypj ifte# frwrr itti 

5f mr«T: It Rr. Su. Bh. II: 2 : 82. 

With regard to Pat. Ch. by Ramabhadrositrin, it is an inde¬ 

pendent work, which has only 11 stanzas in common with that of 

Madhava. It seems unnatural that it should have borrowed only 

about a dozen stanzas from Madhava without any material gain 

and that they should include a couple of stanzas concerning an 

incident, which has been consistently omitted by all the biographers 

of Safikara, viz,. the passing away of Govinda-nmni. 

Tiru. D.’s work breaks off in Ch. VII in the midst of the 

Ugra-bhairava incident and looking to the large number of stanzas 

found common already between that work and that of Madhava, 

it would not be unreasonable to infer that many more might 

have been traced to the remaining part of Tiru.'s work, if founil out. 

Moreover, I have shown in my first article*9 how two stanzas, said 

to belong to Pr. S. V. of Anand, are found in the work of Madhava 

also, with one word changed. If that Pr. 5. V. were to come to 

light, it is possible that still some more stanzas woo'd be traced to 

that work also. 

23. Vida the Journal, of the University of Bombay, Vui. XXIX, Part 2, 
Sept, mao, p. U? (Footnote 11). 
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If we look to the other i.e. unborrowed part of Madhava’s work, 
we come across many instances of loose and untenable writing, a 

few instances of which may be noted. Independent instances of 

greater elements of the supernatural have been noted already. 

(1) While describing the birth of Padmapada, Montana and 

Suresvara, Madhava makes conflicting statements. 

{«) Thus, at III : 2, Padmapada is said to have been born 

from Vismi while III; (i tells us that Aruna was born as 

Sanandana. Now, all are agreed that Sanandana and 

Padmapada were one and the same person but then, 

how could one person he born from two gods ? 

(b) Similarly, III: (1 says that Suresvara was born from 

Brahma and Auandagiri from Brhnspati fifty:) 

while III: 8 slates as an alternative view (ffif 

that Mnmiana was born from Brhnspati and Anandagili 

from Nandisvara. This means tliat. the author lias no 
definite inhumation on the point, 

(2) While describing the re-entry of Safikara into his original 

body (in the incident of Pa ra kiiyapravesa), Madhava gives the 

following stanzas: 

(o) <rgfFyrp irrfir 1 fiMuifiiW i 

fify 'jOf'mo'yy ff 1 

tfsurarar y 5^ X: 57 

(b) fPPT 1 1 

fimjrywtw *nsr*rnr 1 srfcfir ft fir%rr 11 x: 58 

In addition to change of metre, both the stanzas repeat, that 

Safikara entered his original body. The first says dearly that he 
entered the body as he had left it ('ptfeawf jpffajRnipf—), 

regained consciousness and wcke up as before. The second Stanza 

says that thereafter (ddrf), Sankara come to the cave and 

seeing his body in flames, entered it. suddenly. In addition to the 

repetition, which leaves the word yyd without, propriety or sense, 

there is a contradiction between the two stanzas since the first 

contains no reference to the body being in flames. Dlianppati’s 

attempt to explain this by saying that, stanza 58 describes how 

Sankara entered the body in flames is meaningless because 

Stanza 57 has explained that also by the word JTtfeTWf. The 

repetition and the contradiction are, to my mind, inescapable facts. 

1 
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(8) I have commented already on the story of the initial 

wrangle between Sankara and Mandana. It is so childish and silly 

and so very derogatory to the characters of all the persons involved 

in it that it would, I think be highly unjust to hold that a man like 

Vidyfiranya was responsible for it. I have shown in my thesis on 

Sankara’s life the many absurdities involved in this story which is, 

therefore, most unworthy of a man like Vidyaranya. 

(4) A similar thing is found in the description of the first 

meeting of Saftkara and Govindaimmi. When the latter asked 

Sohkain who he was, Sankara hurst forth into the following:— 

ff if# ?T W ^T: ' * ^ *T * 

Tirtf^rmPr % fafs rraWw: i 
n: vvr. xt ns.l Jaya -v: on. 

Is this the way any genuine disciple-and particularly oue like 

Sankara.on the spiritual path would speak to his Guru at the very 

first meeting? He would indeed be a specimen of devotion and 

humility. Moreover, if he has the spiritual illumination described 

in the stanza, why at ell did he need a Gum ? If he had it not, 

does the answer not sound impudent and vain? And wifi such a 

writing do credit to any biographer of Sailknm —particularly 

Vidyaranya ? 

(5) We a'so find that MAdhava is guilty of many historical 

anachronisms in that he mokes Safikam argue with men like 

Bhatta-Bhaskara, Sri Hama of Kbandana Khandn Khadya, 

Udayana, AbHnsva Gupta and Nilakontha. who came centuries 

after Sankara, even if we accept 8th cent. A.D. as the correct date 

of Sankara and with men like Bftpa, Mnvurn and Dapdin, who 

preceded Sankara by a century or two. Moreover Abhmava- 

Gupta, according to MAdhava, belongs to Km nan, pa (modem 

Assam) whereas he actually belonged to KSSmlr. All this shows 

the writer’s lack of historical knowledge and the unhistorical 

character of his work. 

The unhistorical nature of the work is shown by the following 

facts also. 

(X) Like many other biographies of Sankara, this work also 

begins the sotrv of Sankara’s life in the mythical l’uranic fashion 
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Thus, Narada conics to the earth, sees that tire people have become 

irreligious, then goes to Kailasa and reports the matter to Lord 

Mahadeva and requests Him to be born on earth. Lord Mahadeva 

then asks Brahma and the other gods to go ahead and be bom on 

earth, to prepare the background for Him when He would be born. 

Then different persons like Kumarila, Mapdana, Padmap&da 

and Hastamalaka arc born from the different gods. 

(2) As soon as Sankara was bom, all the elements of nature 

became favourable, birds and beasts gave up their age-old 

animosity and began to live together in peace. Similarly, books 

fell down from the hands of those, who held views contrary to 

those of the Advaitins and the mind-lotus of Vyasa bloomed. 

This is shear anticipation as in the other stories of the learned 

pundits, prediction by the sages and so on, just to proclaim in 
advance the future greatness of Sankara. 

(3) With n'l those and such other details, MAdhava does not 

give the date of any single incident or event in Sankara’s life, 
including his birth and passing away. 

The late Sri Bajasastri Hardas, a very great scholar from 

Nagpur, had also, after a careful study, come to the conclusion that 

the biography in question was not from the pen of the celebrated 

Vidyarapya. Professor B. Upadyoya of Benares also holds the 

same view.88 These two scholars together hold that this work 

was written by one Madhava-Bhatfa, the author of Bharata Campu 

and who refers to himself as Nava-Kalidasa. Professor Upadhyftye 

and following him, Shri Hardas, give the following arguments in 

support, of their view :— 

(1) Vidyarapya was one of the pontiffs of the Jwfigerl mutt. 

There is, however, a lot of difference between the events and 

incidents described in S. S. Jaya and Guruvamsa-Kavya, an 

authorised Srngerl version of Sankara’s life. 

(2) The writer of S. S. Jaya refers to himself as Nava- 

Kalidasa,*7 which title is not found mentioned in any of the known 

20. Vide his <■ 

27. Cf. snipIT 
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works of Vidyarapya. This work, therefore, seems to have been 

comprised by some Msidhava-Bhatta, holding the title Navn- 

Kftlidfisa. 

(3) A list of Vidyaranya’s works is available. The list. <loes 

not contain the name of this work, via. S. S. Jaya. 

(4) The style of this work does not have the grace and the 

finish of the celebrated Mfidhaviiearya (i.e. VidySrartyamuni). 

(5) This work has borrowed verbatim 25 stanzas from Raja. 

D., who belongs to the Kith Cent. A.l). Vidyaranya flourished 

in the 14th Cent. A.l). 

All these arguments lead to two conclusions : 

(1) The present work is not older than 2 centuries and lienee 

cannot have been written by Vidyaranya of the 14th Cent. 

(2) It has been written by some Nava-Kalidosa and one 

BhattasrI Niirayana Sfistri introduced into it ns many change* 

as he liked with the help of Kokkonda Venkataratnnm Gam and 

Subramanya isastrl from Bangalore. BhattasrI openly admitted 

having done this. (Sri B. Hardas). 

In fine, this Mftdhavlya S. D is neither M&dhavfya nor 

Sankara Digvijaya. (Sri B. Hardiis). 

On the strength of evidence adduced by me so far, I also agree 

with the view of the two learned scholars, viz., that the present 

S. S. Java has been written, not by Vidyaranyamuni but by one 

M&dhavabhfttta, the author of Bharetaoampu and that it must have 

been written sometime between 1630 A.D. and 1800 A.l). It is 

quite possible that, it was tampered with by BhattasrI Niirayana 

Sastrl, as suggested by Sri Hardiis, though certainly not written by 

any one person at such a late period. In conclusion, I hold that this 

'work—S. 55. Jaya of Miklhava—is historically quite valueless as an 

(dependent work of one single genius, being, as said already, only a 

combination of some earlier works and tliat as such, it is absolutely 

unworthy of a great intellectual and spiritual genius like Sri Vidy- 

ranya-rmmi. 

Abbreviations 

(1) VyS. Vy&socnla 

(2) Tiru. 1). Tirtimala Dixit 

(»> Raja. D. RAjaeudamani Dixit 

(4) Mad. Maclhava 

(5) Anand. Ananadagiri 

<<’> S.V. Sankara Vi jaya 

(?) S. D. Sankara Digvijaya 

(«) Pr. S. V. PraeTna Sankara Vi jaya 

<») S. S. Java Sanksepa Sm'iknro Jaya 

(1(1) Pat. Cli. Putanjali Carita 

OK Hr. Su. lilt. Hrnlima Sutra Ilhasyu 

(12) A. R. T,. Advaita Iifijyn I.akamT. 

(18) «R° Dhamipati-Sorin. 


